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Abstract: The Hayabusa2 space mission recently retrieved 5.4 g of material from asteroid Ryugu,
providing the first direct access to pristine material from a carbonaceous asteroid. This study employs
a novel combination of non-invasive synchrotron X-ray techniques to examine microscale chemistry
(elemental distributions and element-specific chemical speciation and local structure) inside Ryugu
grains without physically cutting the samples. Manganese primarily occurs in carbonate: Mn-bearing
dolomite with minor earlier ankerite. Iron sulfides present as large single grains and as smaller
particles in the finer-grained matrix are both predominantly pyrrhotite. At the 5 µm scale, Fe sulfides
do not show the mineralogical heterogeneity seen in many carbonaceous meteorites but exhibit
some heterogeneous localized oxidation. Iron is present often as intergrowths of oxide and sulfide,
indicating incomplete replacement. Trace selenium substitutes for S in pyrrhotite. Copper is present
as Fe-poor Cu sulfide. These results demonstrate multiple episodes of fluid alteration on the parent
body, including partial oxidation, and help constrain the sequence or evolution of fluids and processes
that resulted in the current grain-scale mineralogical composition of Ryugu materials.
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1. Introduction

Earth is a dynamic and energetic system, and terrestrial processes have long ago
obscured most geochemical records of the early solar system. Therefore, we look to extrater-
restrial materials that better preserve that early history. Carbonaceous asteroids are some of
the most important solar system objects because they are composed of primordial materials
that escaped harsh planetary differentiation processes, although some were modified by
post-accretion hydrothermal processes. Thus, they provide clues about the very beginning
of the formation of our solar system and our planet. The JAXA Hayabusa2 spacecraft
returned samples from the dark carbonaceous near-Earth asteroid 162,173 Ryugu [1]. Ap-
proximately 5.4 g of material was delivered to Earth in 2020; surface material (“A” series
samples) was collected from the first touch-down site, while subsurface material (“C”
series samples) was obtained from a second site in a crater produced by the impact of a
projectile fired from the spacecraft. These unique samples provide access to terrestrially
uncontaminated and unprocessed chemical components that are otherwise inaccessible in
meteorites that fall on Earth. Initial analyses (e.g., [2–4]) indicated that the Ryugu particles
contain abundant organic compounds, inorganic materials, and bound water, and are
mineralogically and chemically similar to CI chondrite meteorites.
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The major objectives of the Hayabusa2 mission were to understand the origin and
the evolutionary history of primitive, organic-rich asteroids, as well as implications for
the formation of the planets. Ryugu’s parent body likely formed in the colder outer
ranges of the solar system, beyond the “snow line” for H2O and CO2 ices, capturing an
important spatial aspect of Solar System formation, and was subsequently mildly heated
to mobilize fluids that interacted with and significantly altered the original mineral and
organic components, forming secondary phases such as phyllosilicates, carbonates, sulfides,
and magnetite [3,4]. However, details of this primordial chemical evolution of Ryugu are
not yet fully understood. Signatures of such aqueous processes are imprinted on the
grain-scale mineralogy and chemistry of Ryugu samples, the study of which can shed
significant light on the formation and chemical evolution of its parent body. In particular,
element-specific studies identifying microscale oxidation state and chemical speciation are
key to understanding and constraining both the formation and alteration history of very
early solar system materials (e.g., [5–7]).

We were allocated two Ryugu samples by JAXA for these and related measurements.
A0030 is from the surface-collected material, a 2.84 mm grain weighing 6.9 mg. C0034 is
from the subsurface series, a 2.09 mm grain weighing 2.4 mg.

Synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) micro-
probes are generally non-destructive, element-specific tools to characterize, at the microm-
eter to submicrometer spatial scale in heterogeneous materials, (a) the distributions and
associations of most elements, and (b) their oxidation state, chemical speciation and local
structure, in crystalline and non-crystalline phases. As such, these naturally complement
electron microscopic techniques, providing chemical details and context, and scaling up
the field of view in materials that are heterogeneous on a wide range of spatial scales. This
study applies a novel combination of two less common XRF microprobe techniques to
explore the chemistry within intact Ryugu samples without physical sectioning.

2. Methods

Synchrotron X-ray microprobes are most commonly used for 2-D mapping and spec-
troscopy of polished thin sections, due to the advantages of flat geometry and minimum
thickness. Owing to the deep penetration and sampling depth of hard X-rays, sample thick-
ness should be comparable to the probe beam footprint to optimize spatial resolution and
avoid seeing overlap from grains below the surface. In order to overcome that limitation,
and to preserve intact specimens, pink-beam fluorescence computed microtomography (FCT)
uses XRF and absorption contrast to image the distributions and co-locations of elements
(Cr and heavier) in a virtual slice through an intact sample without physically cutting it. On
the other hand, “tender” energy (1–5 keV) fluorescence X-ray absorption microspectroscopy
(µXRF and µXAS) probes lighter elements (Mg through Ti) [8]. Having a shallower sampling
depth, tender-energy microbeam fluorescence measurements can be made on a whole grain
regardless of sample thickness. Three-dimensional spatial resolution is comparable to the fo-
cused beam size for both techniques, optimizing clarity of the results. Applied to unprocessed
grains, pink-beam FCT and tender-energy microspectroscopy are complementary, covering
both heavier and lighter elements. In order to better relate these different measurements,
we employ two trace-element proxy pairs. Strontium is well known to be co-located with
Ca in most systems. Selenium is chemically similar to S, although its use as a proxy is less
extensive; in this study, we use S and Se µXAS (at tender and hard X-ray energies, respectively)
to substantiate applicability of this proxy in Ryugu samples.

Pink-beam FCT measurements utilized the X-ray Fluorescence Microprobe (XFM)
beamline at NSLS-II. XFM is designed for monochromatic operation in the 2.3–23 keV range
and optimized for high-quality, spatially resolved XAS in conjunction with element-specific
XRF imaging and microdiffraction. It is also designed to operate in a pink-beam mode that
delivers a 1 µm focus with up to 1000× more flux than monochromatic mode. The filtered
“pink” beam X-rays are a subset of the full spectrum “white beam” from the synchrotron
source, in this case ranging from approximately 12 to 20 keV.
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Conventional 2-D hard X-ray microprobe measurements, with effective sampling
depth tens to hundreds of µm, would require sample thickness comparable to the size of
the beam focus. In contrast, FCT provides a virtual slice whose thickness is defined by the
vertical dimension of the probe beam, in this case 1 µm. Pixel size in the plane of the slice is
defined by measurement parameters and ultimately limited by beam size. This effectively
provides measurement of multiple 1 µm thick virtual slices of much larger areas than could
be physically obtained by mechanical ultramicrotome or FIB sectioning, particularly in
such friable material as the Ryugu samples, while preserving precious samples unaltered.
Here we report pink-beam FCT of a fragment of sample C0034. Details of how these
measurements were made are provided in the Supplementary Material.

These FCT measurements identify major- and trace-element distributions and co-locations,
while concurrent measurement of transmission through the sample provides a map of absorp-
tion contrast to identify specific phases within a sample. However, it is important to note that
there are limitations to quantitative interpretations of concentration or elemental ratios. Over
large cross-sections, the virtual slices show a decrease in signal toward the center. Similar
artifacts of intensity occur within large high-density grains. These absorption effects are highly
dependent on an element’s fluorescence energy, and are more pronounced for lighter elements.
For example, Fe shows a steeper gradient of intensity than Se. Elements lighter than Cr are
only visible near the edges of the slice. There is a similar energy- and depth-dependence for
elemental sensitivity. Heavier elements such as Se can be detected at trace concentrations
of ~100 ppm, while lighter elements require higher concentrations up to wt%. While it is
challenging to present whole-slice images at a fixed color scale, it is clearer to view smaller
areas of large slices. Tender-energy µXRF and µXAS measurements of whole grains were used
to probe important lighter elements. “Tender”-energy X-rays are ~1–5 keV in energy, between
more typical “hard” and “soft” X-rays. This work used a monochromatic beam tuned for the
K absorption edges of, e.g., S and P, and to stimulate fluorescence from elements Mg through
Ca. Since the sampling depth in this energy range is a few µm, comparable to beam focus
size, these near-surface measurements can be made regardless of sample thickness. Here we
report tender-energy microspectroscopy of whole grains C0034 and A0030, and the fragment
of C0034 used for FCT.

Measurements utilized the TES beamline at NSLS-II, which was designed and op-
timized for µXRF and µXAS in the tender-energy range [8]. The monochromatic beam
was focused by a KB mirror pair to a user-tunable spot size of 2 to 10 µm, and the sample
was raster-scanned on-the-fly across this focus in a helium-filled sample chamber. Some
tender-energy measurements were made at the XFM beamline employing an accessory
helium-filled sample chamber. Although the XFM beamline is not optimized for the tender-
energy range, it is capable of reaching down into that range as far as the S K-edge. Samples
are interchangeable between TES and XFM.

Microbeam XAS measurements included both short and long-range scans. X-ray
absorption near-edge spectroscopy (µXANES) provides element-specific information about
oxidation state and chemical species, while extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(µEXAFS) analysis provides details of local structure within about 10 Å. These are ac-
cessory measurements for both hard and tender energies, and are employed here for P, S,
Se, Ca and Mn, to enhance the interpretation of FCT and XRF results. These spectroscopic
techniques, particularly at tender energies, provide an opportunity to identify phases in
samples that are too thick for effective microbeam XRD. µXANES spectra are measured by
focusing the beam at a desired location and scanning the incident beam energy across an
element’s absorption edge while measuring that element’s characteristic X-ray fluorescence.
The absorption edge position is indicative of oxidation state, and spectral features can be
used to identify chemical species relative to reference standards. These features, typically
peaks and resonances, arise from potential electronic transitions that are sensitive to bond
configurations (first- and second-neighbor) and crystal field effects, as well as the absorbing
element’s structural and symmetry environments. Detailed spectral feature analysis decon-
structs XANES spectra into these specific features that can be quantitatively associated with
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chemical species. µEXAFS measures the interference patterns of photoelectrons from the
absorbing atom being reflected by neighboring atoms within about 10 Å. These oscillations
extend up to about 1000 eV above the absorption edge, requiring longer scans. µXAS
spectra were processed and normalized using the Athena software [9]. EXAFS data were
processed, Fourier transformed to radial distribution functions, and fit to model structures
using the Athena and Artemis software packages [9].

XANES spectra can also guide speciation imaging via multi-energy mapping, wherein
an XRF map is repeated at incident beam energies tuned to particular XANES features
characteristic of different chemical species of an element. Fluorescence intensities in these
maps are then processed to isolate the contributions of each species in each pixel in order
to map the relative distribution of those species (see e.g., [10,11]). This technique was used
here for S.

3. Results

Figure 1 depicts the distribution of Se, Fe, and Mn in reconstructed tomographic slices
numbered 30 and 31, at 4 µm spatial resolution, for a fragment of sample C0034. Figures 2 and 3
show the same elements in slices 32 and 33, measured and reconstructed at finer 2 µm spatial
resolution. Consecutive numbered slices were measured at 10 µm increments in z. Figures 4–6
highlight closer views of these and other elements in selected areas of interest. Figures 7 and 8
show tender-energy XRF maps of the near-surface distributions of lighter elements P, S, and Si
in whole-particle A0030 and C0034, respectively. Figure 9 shows maps of lighter elements from
Mg to Mn in the same fragment of C0034 as measured by FCT.
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Figure 1. Pink-beam tomographic characterization of a fragment of sample C0034. Main images are 
false-color composite maps of reconstructed tomographic slices number 30 (A) and 31 (B), indicating 
XRF intensities for Se in red, Fe in green, and Mn in blue (all with independent intensity scales); 
yellow to orange spots have both Fe and Se; green spots are Fe without Se or Mn; blue spots are Mn 
with little or no Fe; turquoise-colored (blue + green) spots show the presence of both Fe and Mn. 
Shading differences from the outside to the center are due to absorption effects. See text for 

Figure 1. Pink-beam tomographic characterization of a fragment of sample C0034. Main images are
false-color composite maps of reconstructed tomographic slices number 30 (A) and 31 (B), indicating
XRF intensities for Se in red, Fe in green, and Mn in blue (all with independent intensity scales);
yellow to orange spots have both Fe and Se; green spots are Fe without Se or Mn; blue spots are
Mn with little or no Fe; turquoise-colored (blue + green) spots show the presence of both Fe and
Mn. Shading differences from the outside to the center are due to absorption effects. See text for
explanation of phase assignments shown in the legend. The 3-D voxel size is 4 × 4 µm in the plane
of the slice × 1 µm thick. This is sufficient to distinguish the larger grains but not the fine-grained
matrix. Insets: The outlined portions of each tomographic slice are shown in grayscale absorption
contrast, which is a function of effective z-density. Darker voxels indicate higher absorption by such
phases as metal oxides and sulfides. Silicates, phosphates, and carbonates are lighter, depending on
what metals are in their composition, and organics and C phases are virtually transparent to hard
X-rays. The arrows in (A) call attention to a grain that has high Se but no Fe or Mn, and the inset
exhibits a low/intermediate absorption. The inset area in (B) highlights a composite carbonate grain,
with a small high-Fe carbonate apparently overgrown by a low-Fe Mn-bearing carbonate.
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Figure 2. Higher-resolution tomographic slice number 33, with voxel size 2 × 2 × 1 µm, showing Se
(red), Fe (green), and Mn (blue) as in Figure 1. Absorption effects slightly attenuate signal from the
center of the image, more so for lighter elements like Fe relative to, e.g., Se. Outlined areas 1, 2, 4, and
5 are shown in more detail in Figure 4A,B, Figure 4C,D, Figure 6A–C, and Figure 6D, respectively.
Compared to lower-resolution tomograms shown in Figure 1, tomograms at 2 × 2 × 1 µm voxel size
provide significantly better resolution of the fine-grained material surrounding the larger grains.
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The tomograms show a complex texture that includes larger mineral grains up to
>50 µm across, in a finer (<4 µm grains) matrix. The larger grains are mostly rounded in
shape, although there are notably more euhedral rod-like or platy shapes as in Figure 4C,D.
A subtle fabric is apparent, particularly in the close-up images in Figure 5, in which chains
of like particles are oriented in slightly curved striae from upper left to lower right, while
rod-like shapes (platy crystals intersecting the tomographic slice) are oriented at 90 degrees
to that texture.

The dominant Fe phases are expected to be oxides and sulfides, with lesser amounts in
silicates (primarily serpentine and ferruginous saponite) and carbonate. Figures 1–6 show
that Fe dominates the larger particles, and that these have the highest absorption contrast
consistent with high Fe concentration as found in oxides and sulfides. The presence of
Se with Fe distinguishes the sulfides. Selenium was chosen as a trace-element proxy for
S to locate sulfides and other S-bearing phases. A clear Se signal is present in ~30% of
the >5 µm Fe-bearing grains, but in ~80% of the fine-grained Fe-bearing particles in the
matrix. Some of the large Fe-bearing grains, particularly as shown in Figure 4C, are an
intergrowth of sulfide and oxide; the importance of this is discussed below. There are also
several instances, such as those shown in Figure 4A,B and Figure 6A,B, of small Fe-sulfide
grains forming a rim on a round structure of Fe-poor low-absorption material. This is
similar to the necklace-like string of Fe sulfide particles surrounding a phyllosilicate nodule
as described in Figure 6 of [4].
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Figure 4. Close-up views of areas marked in Figure 2. (A) Area 1 from virtual slice 33, showing Se, Fe,
and Mn in red, green, and blue, respectively, as in Figure 2. (B) Corresponding absorption contrast
map, showing relative absorption of components. Arrows in (A,B) indicate a feature that consists of
small Fe + Se grains with high absorption forming a circular rim around a low-absorption low-Fe
material. (C) Area 2 from virtual slice 33, showing Se, Fe, and Mn as in (A). (D) Corresponding
absorption contrast image. Arrows in (C,D) point out a rod-like structure (actually a plate shape
intersecting the plane of this slice) with high absorption, that is a composite of Fe and Fe + Se
components, while the more rounded grain to the upper left is similarly a composite of those
two components.
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Figure 5. Close-up view of area 3 from virtual slice 32. (A) Se, Fe, and Mn as in Figure 3. (B) Corres-
ponding image of absorption contrast. (C) Same area, depicting Cu in red, Fe in green, and Zn in blue.
Arrows in the upper left of (A,C) mark a small grain that is high Cu and high Se but low Fe. There
is only a scattering of small, low-signal spots with measurable Zn. (D) The same area, in this case
depicting strontium (red), Fe (green), and Mn (blue). Note that the central areas of the Mn-bearing
grains have a subtle purple to pink shading indicating the presence of trace Sr with the Mn. The
two grains marked by arrows in the lower right of (A,D,E) exhibit a combination of Fe, Mn, and
Sr. There are also some scattered very small red grains showing Sr without Mn or Fe. (E) The same
area, showing Ca (red), Fe (green), and Mn (blue). Ca fluorescence is too low in energy for effective
tomography, so it is only visible in the outermost ~40 µm of the sample, i.e., just along the edge.
However, even that is sufficient to show here that the high-Mn grains are pink-purple colored and
therefore contain significant Ca with the Mn. The two grains marked in (A,D) having both Mn and Fe
also contain significant Ca. A number of small Ca-bearing grains appear red, indicating Ca without
Mn or Fe. This distribution of Ca agrees with that of Sr in (D), confirming that Sr can be used to
identify locations of Ca in the interior of the slice.

Manganese is negatively correlated with most high-Fe phases and is present in distinct
5 to 50 µm rounded grains. The low absorption and presence of Sr (Figure 5D) indicate
these are carbonates. As shown in Figure 10, Mn µXANES of several different spots on the
whole grain are very similar; all show that Mn is in the 2+ oxidation state, and spectral
structure indicates it is incorporated into a rhombohedral, bilayered carbonate such as
dolomite MgCa(CO3)2. Concentration of Mn is consistent across the Mn-bearing carbonates.
Although much lower in Fe than the Fe oxide and sulfide phases, there is still significant
Fe in the carbonates, ~1 wt% of both Fe and Mn. These carbonates are also evident as Ca
hot spots correlated with Mn in the tender-energy whole-particle surface maps (Figure 9)
and limited information from FCT (Figure 5E). A small number of grains with similar
Mn content but higher absorption contrast and ~10× higher Fe (turquoise-colored grains
in Figures 1–3 and 5), high Ca and Sr, and inferred lower Mg, are ankerite FeCa(CO3)2.
Ankerite grains are locally associated with or overgrown by dolomite. Calcium µXANES
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(Figure 11) of several spots on dolomite and ankerite grains confirm each of these elements.
Figure 5D indicates that Sr concentration in the dolomite is zoned with slightly higher Sr in
grain centers.

Copper is found as small <10 µm distinct hot spots. Most of these spots also have high
Se (as illustrated in Figures 5C and 6C), but low Fe, indicating a Cu sulfide, as previously
reported for Ryugu [3]. Among other elements, Ni is dilutely distributed throughout the
matrix, rather than in hot spots (Figure 6C), but is notably absent from the large Fe oxide
and sulfide grains, the carbonates, and the low-absorption interiors of the round features
rimmed by small Fe sulfides. Zinc is sparsely distributed as small fine-grained areas of
moderate concentrations (Figure 5C). Zirconium and Y are rare, but concentrated in very
small <5 µm hot spots, often together (Figure 6D). Grains with only Zr may be zircon
or baddeleyite.

The distribution of P, shown in Figures 6–8, is in sparse hot spots of up to ~25 µm.
Most, but not all, of these also contain Ca, indicating that they are likely apatite Ca5(PO4)3(F,
OH, Cl). In the tomograms, most of the small Sr hot spots that are not carbonates are likely
apatite. K-edge µXANES of P matches apatite for most high-P spots measured (Figure 11C).
Notably, however, there are a few spots having P without Ca, and the P µXANES spectra
for these are distinctly different from apatite. These are phosphates but may be inorganic or
organic species; a more detailed µXAS study of P speciation in additional Ryugu samples
is underway.
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Figure 6. Close-up views of other areas marked in Figure 2. (A) Area 4 from virtual slice 33, showing
Se, Fe, and Mn as in Figure 2. Arrows in (A–C) bracket a structure having a fine-grained rim of
Fe + Se and some Fe around a low-Fe low-absorption area, a feature like the one in Figure 4A,B.
(B) Corresponding image of absorption contrast. (C) The same area showing Cu (red), Ni (green),
and Mn (blue). Ni is relatively low signal, distributed throughout the matrix but not in the large
high-Fe grains prominent in (A), the Mn-bearing carbonates, nor in the interior of the round feature
with the rim of Fe + Se grains. (D) Area 5, from virtual slice 33, depicting Zr (red), Y (green), and Mn
(blue). Zr and Y are present in small, widely scattered hot spots; some of these have both Zr and Y,
appearing yellow, and others consist of Zr without Y.
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A0030, showing the distributions of P in red, S in green, and Si in blue. Note that the significant 
effect of surface orientation on XRF signal across the grain causes the bright and shadow effects, 
thus indicating topography as well as chemistry. Image was measured at the TES beamline with 
incident beam energy of 3.9 keV, beam focus size of 5 μm, and mapped at 5 μm pixel size. 

Figure 7. Tender-energy XRF false-color map of the near-surface composition of whole-particle
A0030, showing the distributions of P in red, S in green, and Si in blue. Note that the significant
effect of surface orientation on XRF signal across the grain causes the bright and shadow effects, thus
indicating topography as well as chemistry. Image was measured at the TES beamline with incident
beam energy of 3.9 keV, beam focus size of 5 µm, and mapped at 5 µm pixel size.
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coincides with high P in (A). Locations marked were further probed using Ca K-edge XANES to 
identify phases apatite (Ap), dolomite (Dol), and ankerite (Ank). (C) Distributions of Mg (red), Al 
(green) and Si (blue). Al is concentrated in small spots, while Si and Mg are broadly distributed. (D) 

Figure 8. Tender-energy XRF map of whole-particle C0034, showing P, S, and Si as in Figure 7. Image
was measured at the TES beamline with incident beam energy of 2.7 keV, beam focus size of 5 µm,
and 5 µm pixel size.
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Figure 9. Tender-energy near-surface XRF maps of the smaller fragment of C0034 that was used
for pink-beam FCT measurements. (A) Distributions of P in red, S in green, and Si in blue.
(B) Corresponding map of Ca (red), Ti (green), and Mn (blue). This illustrates co-location of Ca and
Mn; note that since sampling depth is greater for Mn than for Ca, grains buried below the surface may
show Mn but not Ca signal. The grain marked with a circle is apatite, as it contains Ca but not Mn,
and coincides with high P in (A). Locations marked were further probed using Ca K-edge XANES
to identify phases apatite (Ap), dolomite (Dol), and ankerite (Ank). (C) Distributions of Mg (red),
Al (green) and Si (blue). Al is concentrated in small spots, while Si and Mg are broadly distributed.
(D) Distributions of P (red), Al (green), and Si (blue), more clearly showing the Al hot spots and
the absence of Si in the carbonate and sulfide phases. (E) Distributions of Ti (red), Cr (green), and
Mn (blue). Ti is present in discrete spots, while Cr is more broadly distributed at low concentration,
with discrete higher concentration spots that are not correlated with Ti or Fe. Maps (A,C,D) were
measured at the TES beamline with a probe beam energy of 2.7 keV, focused to 5 µm, and pixel size
of 5 µm. Maps (B,E) were measured on the same mounted sample in the same orientation, at the
XFM beamline with a beam energy of 7 keV, focus of 5 µm, and pixel size 4 µm.
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Figure 10. (A) Mn K-edge µXANES of three representative spots on the two Ryugu samples are
compared to reference spectra for Mn foil, Mn2+ (sulfate), Mn3+ (bixbyite Mn2O3), and Mn4+ (py-
rolusite, MnO2) (reference spectra from [12]). The absorption edge (initial rise) position in energy
is characteristic of oxidation state and shows that Mn in these Ryugu grains is Mn2+ as marked
by the vertical dotted line. (B) Closer examination of Mn µXANES: bottom spectrum is reference
rhodochrosite, MnCO3 (Sweet Home Mine, Alma, Colorado, USA), which has two dominant peaks
at 6548.5(1) eV and 6560.6(2) eV. Middle spectrum is trace Mn in calcite (Franklin, New Jersey, USA),
which has corresponding peaks at 6549.1(2) eV and 6559.3(2) eV and an additional peak at 6555.0(6)
eV. Top spectra are two spots on A0030 and one on C0034; these spectra closely match each other and
display two peaks that are each split at 6549.1(1) eV with a shoulder at 6552.4(1.4), and at 6559.3(4)
and 6564.2(1.4) eV. This structure is analogous to that observed in Ca µXANES of dolomite (Figure 11),
corroborating a dolomite structure host.

Sulfur is present in numerous grains up to ~40 µm as well as in much finer grains
distributed through the matrix, matching the distribution of Se seen in the tomograms.
Initial S speciation mapping (Figure 12B) reveals the distribution of different oxidation
states. Most of the large S-bearing grains are sulfide, but there are a number of separate
spots containing sulfate. These are lower in total S concentration, but are not spatially
associated with the sulfides. There were also a very few areas of “intermediate” S species.
This species may be a disulfide such as pyrite [13], elemental S [13,14], or an organic S
species such as a thiol [15], thiophene or sulfoxide [16].

Microbeam XAS of S and Se were used to further characterize the sulfide species and
confirm the applicability of Se as a proxy for S in FCT measurements of these samples.
Sulfur K-edge µXANES of several 5 × 5 µm spots on the whole grains (Figure 13A) all
show the same sulfide species, pyrrhotite, some with variable minor amounts of sulfate.
These included examples of both the large single grains and the finer sulfides disseminated
in the matrix. Selenium µXANES, although of limited spatial resolution due to large
sampling depth, shows a selenide with similar spectral shape to S in pyrrhotite, and a
very minor oxidized selenate component (Figure 13B). Detailed spectral feature analyses
(Supplementary Material) give a range of sulfate component from 0 to 18.3% of total S
in different 5 × 5 µm spots, while selenate was limited to <1% of total Se. The smaller
observed fraction of selenate may be the result of a different extent of oxidation for Se
compared to S, but could also reflect the sampling depths for which the S analyses show
more localized variations weighted toward particle surfaces. In contrast, Se is sampled to
greater depth and therefore exhibits more of a bulk average including the interiors of larger
sulfide particles.

The detailed local structure around S and Se in a selected C0034 sulfide grain were
studied using µEXAFS (Figure 14). Data for both elements closely match the specific
distribution of interatomic distances in a model pyrrhotite structure [17], including first-
neighbor S-Fe (Se-Fe) and second-neighbor S-S (Se-S) distances, adjusting only for uniform
overall expansion. The resulting first-neighbor average distance is 2.42(1) Å for S and
2.54(1) Å for Se. Local expansion of the structure to accommodate the larger Se is 0.12 Å,
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comparable to the 0.14 Å difference in ionic radius [18] between S2− and Se2−. This local
distortion relaxes to 0.02 Å for the second-neighbor distances. Details of EXAFS analyses
are provided in Supplementary Materials.

Silicon is broadly distributed, mainly as phyllosilicates in the fine matrix, but there
is no evidence of large silicate grains. Aluminum (Figure 9D) is concentrated in very few
distinct grains up to 30 µm in size. Magnesium displays a similar distribution to Si but is
also present in carbonates, spots without any Si.

Whole-grain measurements of elements heavier than Ca become less informative as z
increases, due to the increasing effective sampling depth leading to overlapping signals
from grains buried below the surface. Titanium is present as discrete small grains consistent
with ilmenite, while Cr is dilutely distributed throughout the matrix as well as in small hot
spots (Figure 9E).
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Figure 11. (A) Ca K-edge µXANES of several spots on C0034 (Figure 9B), identifying Ca-bearing
minerals. The lower spectrum is reference calcite (sample from Brazil), which is dominated by peaks
at 4048.0(1) eV with a shoulder at 4050.5(2) eV and 4059.1(1) eV. In dolomite, these spectral features
are each split into two peaks at 4047.5(1) eV and 4050.6(1) eV, and 4057.1(4) eV and 4061.1(1) eV. The
two middle spectra are that of reference dolomite (sample from Eugui, Spain) and closely match Ryugu
C0034 dolomite with corresponding peak positions at 4047.4(1), 4050.6(1), 4057.1(3), and 4061.2(1) eV.
In ankerite, there is wider separation of these spectral features, with component peaks at 4047.0(4),
4051.2(1), 4056.7(5), and 4061.6(2) eV. The upper two spectra compare reference ankerite (sample from
Temagami, Canada) to ankerite in C0034, with peak positions at 4047.1(2), 4050.9(1), 4056.9(3), and
4061.8(1) eV. Details of spectral feature analyses are given in Supplementary Materials. (B) Ca µXANES
of a different spot on C0034 (Figure 9B), one with coincident P fluorescence, matching the spectrum of
reference apatite (Durango, Mexico). (C) In addition to the Ca XANES, phosphorus K-edge µXANES of
representative spots on A0030 and C0034 match the P µXANES of the reference apatite.
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(shown in blue), and an undetermined intermediate S species (shown in red and pointed out with 
arrows). Note that different S species are scaled independently: sulfide is at significantly higher 
concentration than sulfate or intermediate S. These maps were measured at the XFM beamline, with 
probe beam energy near 2.47 keV, beam focus of 5 μm, and pixel size of 8 μm. 
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Figure 12. A different view of whole-particle C0034. (A) XRF map depicting P in red, S in green, and
Ca in blue; blue spots indicate Ca-bearing carbonate, while pink-purple spots indicate Ca phosphate
such as apatite. Some of the smaller P spots are P without Ca. (B) A sulfur speciation map derived
from maps of the same area made at multiple energies to isolate sulfide (shown as green), sulfate
(shown in blue), and an undetermined intermediate S species (shown in red and pointed out with
arrows). Note that different S species are scaled independently: sulfide is at significantly higher
concentration than sulfate or intermediate S. These maps were measured at the XFM beamline, with
probe beam energy near 2.47 keV, beam focus of 5 µm, and pixel size of 8 µm.
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Figure 13. (A) Microbeam S K-edge XANES. The lower set of spectra are unoxidized sulfide spots
(two on C0034 and one on A0030) compared to a natural terrestrial pyrrhotite reference sample
(Lausitz, Germany), showing a close match in spectral structure. In particular, the initial peak of
pyrrhotite is distinctively composed of two close peaks at 2469.9 and 2471.3 eV. The middle set
of spectra are three spots on A0030, also matching pyrrhotite and some showing a small peak at
2482.5 eV (marked with arrow) indicating partial oxidation to sulfate. The upper set of spectra are of
several spots on C0034, again all matching pyrrhotite but exhibiting a wider range of sulfate content.
(B) Comparison of representative S and Se µXANES of Ryugu sulfides, having a similar general shape
indicating similar host species. The Se spectrum shows a very small component of selenate (peak
marked with arrow), analogous to the sulfate observed with sulfide in the S µXANES.
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Figure 14. S and Se µEXAFS analyses. (A) A single scan of S in a sulfide grain in C0034, measured
with a 5 µm beam spot at the TES beamline, showing EXAFS oscillations extending out beyond the
XANES range. (B) Corresponding Se µEXAFS of the same sulfide grain, measured as the sum of six
replicate scans using a 5 µm beam at the XFM beamline. Note that the length of Se scan was limited
by experimental constraints. (C,D) Extracted EXAFS signal from the spectra in (A,B), plotted with
k2 weight. (E) Fourier transform of this S EXAFS data vs. the corresponding fit to the pyrrhotite
structure model. Upper plot is the radial distribution function magnitude, while the lower plot is the
real component; measurement is shown in blue, fit in red. (F) Similar fit of Se data to the pyrrhotite
model. (G,H) Back-transformed data (blue) and fit (red), for the range of R used in the fit, presented
as k2-weighted plots demonstrating excellent fits for both S and Se. Fits to the pyrrhotite model
include first-neighbor S-Fe (Se-Fe) and second-neighbor S-S (Se-S) distances.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The novel combination of non-invasive synchrotron microprobe techniques applied
here sheds light on the chemistry and evolution of the fluids that interacted with prim-
itive material in the Ryugu parent body. Evidence supports multiple fluid episodes, or
significantly evolving fluid character, recorded in grain-scale chemistry.

Sulfur is a major player in fluid chemistry and redox processes, and is closely involved
with Fe chemistry. Yet, sulfur chemistry, reactions, and the formation of sulfur-based
compounds (especially S-bearing organic molecules) on carbonaceous asteroids are not
well-constrained [19]. The varying abundance of sulfur in the “A” and “C” Ryugu samples
(~3.3 ± 0.7 wt% and ~5.5 ± 0.7 wt%, respectively), indicates a heterogeneous distribution
of sulfides [20]. XAS at the 5 µm scale identified the dominant sulfide as pyrrhotite,
both in large grains and finer particles in the matrix. This is in contrast to observed
microscale heterogeneity of sulfide speciation in samples from carbonaceous meteorites
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such as Tarda, Murchison, Cold Bokkeveld, Aguas Zarcas, Northwest Africa 12748, and
Tagish Lake [10,14,16,21].

Equilibrium condensation modeling indicates that S condenses from a cooling gas of
solar composition as an Fe-sulfide [22], and the characterization of sulfides in primitive,
anhydrous chondritic porous interplanetary dust particles, believed to be the least altered
samples of nebula condensate available for laboratory study [23], indicates the dominant
sulfide is pyrrhotite [24]. As a result, any sulfate would be an alteration phase. Sulfates are
usually considered to be weathering products from terrestrial environments, as discussed
in, e.g., [25] for CI chondrites. Our observation of oxidized S with sulfide may result
from oxidation by atmospheric exposure during sample handling, or from beam-induced
oxidation during XAS measurement (e.g., [26]), but we can discount these possibilities
on the basis that (a) not all sulfide spots showed the presence of sulfate, there were no
obvious µm-scale reaction rims at the scale of this study, and the amount of sulfate was not
correlated to particle size as would be the case for surface oxidation; (b) particle C0034 had
significantly more sulfate with the sulfides as compared to A0030, but both were handled
similarly and equally exposed to atmosphere; and (c) there was no evidence of increasing
sulfate with beam exposure when scans were repeated on the same spot. The formation of
sulfate post-collection reaction products has been observed in Ryugu samples by electron
microscopy [2], but these are small enough to be volumetrically insignificant compared to
the scale of our measurements (tens of µm3).

The partial oxidation of sulfide observed in µXANES is therefore interpreted as orig-
inal to the material, indicating an incomplete but significant oxidation process occurred
on the parent body. This is consistent with the absence of Fe metal and formation of
magnetite of various morphologies [27], as well as a study of isotopic compositions of
Ryugu carbonates [28] which concluded that dolomite precipitated later in the alteration
process in a more oxygen-rich CO2-dominated environment. It is also corroborated by the
textural evidence of partial replacement of pyrrhotite by magnetite. The presence of sulfates
spatially separated from sulfides in C0034 further implies that some resulting sulfate was
transported by fluids. While it is possible that there were some more reactive sulfide species
present, and these oxidized to sulfate on exposure to Earth’s atmosphere, such reactive
species would likely have reacted during aqueous alteration by the somewhat oxidizing
fluids that precipitated, e.g., magnetite. Observations of a few examples of intermediate S
species in a layered geometry with sulfide and sulfate (Figure 12) raise interesting questions
about formation of such a structure. Bose et al. observed this intermediate S in another
Ryugu sample [15] and potentially related organic S species in Murchison [16]. Beyond the
scope of the measurements reported here, the relationship of organic S species to other or-
ganic and inorganic phases will provide important information on the evolution of organic
molecules in the early solar system.

Iron is present mainly as oxides and sulfides, the former being dominant among larger
grains and the latter being prevalent in the fine-grained matrix. There is a notable absence
of large Fe-bearing silicate grains. Several of the rod-like or platy Fe-rich grains, and some
of the rounded Fe-rich grains, are composed of intergrown oxide and sulfide in an apparent
partial-replacement alteration texture. Electron microscopy studies of Ryugu samples
showing framboidal magnetite suggest that it was formed from a fluid (e.g., [3,4]). The
large, often euhedral sulfide grains imply recrystallization by a fluid that was O-poor but
did not have access to much of the fine-grained sulfides, so it must not have been the same
fluid responsible for the alteration that formed the hydrated silicates that now dominate the
matrix. Preservation of fine-scale structures such as sulfide rims on round features indicate
that silicates were altered in situ without mobilization of silica, and the fluid responsible
for silicate alteration did not significantly react with these sulfides, but likely mobilized Mg
that later formed dolomite. Likewise, if the large sulfide grains are early fluid-mediated
recrystallization products, then a later more O-rich fluid was responsible for altering some
of the sulfide to magnetite but this fluid also did not have access to the smaller sulfides
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embedded in the silicate matrix. Alternatively, a single fluid may have evolved significantly
over time, at some point becoming more O-rich.

This temporal separation between silicate alteration and formation of magnetite and
dolomite is further supported by the observed distribution of Cr and Ni. If those elements
were initially minor components of silicate phases or silicate-dominated assemblages, and
alteration of the silicates occurred in situ and preserved textures like sulfide rims, then Cr
and Ni would remain dispersed throughout the phyllosilicates either in the phyllosilicates
themselves or in particles finer than the resolution of this study. Importantly, Ni is absent
from the phyllosilicate nodule rimmed by sulfide grains, indicating that the original core of
that structure was a low-Ni silicate, and the silicate-altering fluid did not transport Ni.

Carbonates are important in Ryugu and form large grains [29], but are generally
limited in Ca and Fe content (i.e., no calcite or siderite). Most that we observed are
Mn-rich dolomite, evidenced by the Ca and Mn XANES, the presence of Ca (and Sr),
and the low absorbance indicating a significant Mg component; this agrees with [28],
who found that dolomite was the most abundant carbonate in the Ryugu samples they
analyzed. The dolomite we observed has significant minor concentrations of Fe and Mn
substituting for Ca, and is the primary host for Mn in the sample. It is also consistent
with remote spectroscopic observations interpreted as ferroan magnesite (sometimes called
“breunnerite”) on Bennu [30], with similar indications for Ryugu [31]. The Mn, Fe, Sr,
and Ca contents of the carbonates help constrain the composition of the fluid involved
in their formation. While Fe and Mn content is quite uniform across the dolomite grains,
the observed zoning of Sr indicates that the fluid became depleted in Sr during carbonate
formation. Although Fe is abundant overall in the sample, and has undergone significant
chemical processing, its low concentration in the dolomite implies that there was limited
available Fe2+ in the carbonate-forming fluid relative to the greater availability of Mn2+

and Mg2+. Magnesium would have been mobilized during silicate alteration, perhaps
linking that process to dolomite formation. The few ankerites we found crystallized first,
as suggested by their spatial association with dolomite, and may have depleted Fe in the
fluid. Alternatively, this may be the result of timing, such that the availability of carbonate
did not coincide with conditions when more Fe was mobilized.
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